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introduction

“The situation in which someone who is running a
museum describes to the hearer what the museum
contains has been one of the basic modes of museum education ever since the beginning of public
museums, which were based on the idea of educating the public.”

ce museums, the instruction of the public is organised: who has
carried out the instruction and for whom it is intended. Answers
are also given to the question of for what guiding is actually provided and in what way it is actually given. An interesting question that came to light during the production of the publication
concerns what are the essential elements of the guiding procedure.
There is also the question of what the relationship has been between guiding work and other tuition and public service work in
the museum and also the planning and implementation of research
and exhibiting in the various museum sectors.

This is what we wrote in the introduction to the publication entitled Pedafooni 2A: Present-day guiding. We also wrote that the
Finnish Association of Museum Education, PEDAALI, had at
the beginning of 2008 set in motion a study of job descriptions
and staff organisation relating to people carrying out museum
guiding activities and had in May of the same year organised a
seminar on the history and current aspects of guiding. It was also
intended to produce a publication bearing the same title.
The history aspect, however, turned out to be more challenging
than expected and it was decided to divide the publication into
two parts: one part dealing with the forms and practices of current guiding, and the other handling the history of guiding. The
gathering of data regarding the kinds of guiding situations which
existed in different museum contexts at different periods of time
has required very much work. To a large extent this is because
of the lack of documentation, probably because it was taken for
granted to be the responsibility of the museums themselves, as the
curator of the Kuopio Museum, Jukka Kauppinen explains in this
publication, in his consideration of the approach of museums to
the notion of guiding.

The publication is divided into two entities, each of which has
three articles. In the first three there is a survey of the way in
which the public have been guided to approach everything studied
and presented by museums ever since their first establishment in
this country. Marjatta Levanto, who has previously in various contexts studied and written about the interface with the public in art
museums, considers the history of guiding in this connection. At
the centre there is the Ateneum Art Museum but there is also data
obtained from provincial art museums. The pedagogic activities of
cultural history museums are examined to a lesser degree. As regards this publication, National Museum researcher, Marjut Lamminen, and Leena Tornberg, project specialist for the InnoApaja
Scheme of the Technical Museum, survey the field by gathering
data from various museums and by closely examining the archives
of the National Museum. Research on the history of the interface
with the public in the Natural Science Museum has been done
in another context by Jukka Kauppinen. Material was sent to this
publication from the point of view of guiding.

We have nevertheless put together a cross-section of the ways in
which , in both art museums, cultural history museums and scien-

The second part of the publication deals with more recent history
of museum education. For the articles there have been interviews
3

Large numbers of invited guests at the opening ceremony of the ARS-74 Exhibition. Picture: photographer unknown, State Art Museum/ Art Archive.

In this publication there is no question of a comprehensive or profound study. Rather, it is hoped that the publication will encourage
museums to look for and to collect material, both verbal and pictorial, relating to museum pedagogics both from the depths of the
archives and from those who have themselves actually worked in
the field. We believe that this information is important since, both
at the present time and in the future, there will be great discussion
about, and the need to define, the significance of museums in our
society and the significance of the pedagogic work that takes place
within them. An understanding of the way in which people have
been led towards, and guided in the presence of, museum exhibits will help us to create museum contexts in which everyone has
the chance to develop their learning, both formally, informally and
non-formally.

with four of Finland’s pioneers in this field. The Educational Curator at the Ateneum Museum, Erica Othman, interviewed Marjatta Levanto, who had been appointed as the very first education
officer at the Ateneum in 1973 in accordance with the standards
of the Museum History Project. Levanto gave the publication the
benefit of a wide range of recollections and experiences. Marjut
Lamminen also interviewed Pekka Sarvas, who had begun work at
the National Museum in 1972 and Raija Järvelä, who started work
there in 1973. Jukka Kauppinen, who began work as the first museum lecturer of natural science museums in 1982, was interviewed
by Päivi Venäläinen.
The history of guiding in museums is also shown by means of pictures, often obtained from the Museoposti e-mail list. Pictures did
not occur in great numbers. Guiding instances for which pictures
exist are often related to other kinds of situations, such as the visits
made to museums and exhibitions made by distinguished guests,
as shown by the cover photograph on this publication. Here the
commissioner of the exhibition, art historian Salme Sarajas-Korte,
is guiding Finnish President, Urho Kekkonen, at the ARS-74 exhibition at the Ateneum. On the back cover can be seen American
artist Chuck Close’s painting, Bob.

Editorial Committee of Pedafooni 2B
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art museums and early
guiding activities
Marjatta Levanto

social effect of the museum. Only by improving that effect would
the museum become that institution of public education in which
“both old and young would be able to obtain a vivid and yet enjoyable general picture of cultural development ...At present museums are in fact intended only for tourists or those who are at
a lose end because they are open, apart from Sunday mornings,
when normal people are at work, but not, for example, on Saturday and Sunday evenings when everyone would be free.” In order
to fulfil the educational objective, Ailio actively sought the professional ability of museum employees. Among the regulations of
the Finnish Museum Association of the day is mentioned that of
giving advice.

In Finnish Museums the middle years of the 19th century were a
time when the notion of enlightenment attached great significance to cultural development as an important factor in the creation
of national identity. The exhibitions organised by the Finnish Art
Society in the early 1850s fully emphasised the education of the
people: members of the poor working population had free entry
to Sunday afternoon exhibitions for a two-hour period. Contemporary newspaper reports speak of surprisingly large numbers of
visitors: in that short period there was a crush of over a thousand
people passing through the exhibition premises.
The move to the Ateneum building in 1888 meant a change in the
mode of operation; the country had been given its own national
gallery. The Ateneum and its Art Society were not the only ones
of their kind in Finland in the 19th century. The Turku School of
Art, which was established in 1830, was the setting for the Turku
Art Society in 1891 and the art museum which maintained it was
opened to the public in 1904. The Ateneum building was not only
an art museum because in the same premises there was also the
Applied Art Museum.

Fifteen years later in 1946 the Parliament of Finland granted
to the Finnish Museum Association the funds required for the
same giving of advice in museums. The main reasons for this decision were the fact that, for the time being, “museums had been
unable to serve the culture of Finland to the extent that would
have been possible” and “that museums could much better than
at present serve, in addition to the public at large, the school
education system.”

Among the central factors in the development of the museum
system in the new century was the establishment in 1923 of the
Finnish Museum Association. Its first chairman, Julius Ailio, from
the very start emphasised the obligation of museums to provide
instruction: “It is not sufficient for a museum to be merely a storage place for different collections. Amuseum and its collections
are a means to the promotion of scientific awareness and to the
development of general education.”

models from the world at large
Models for Finnish museums were sought not only in the Nordic
Countries but also in America, where museums had for some time
directed themselves toward tuition, guiding and many other kinds
of activities relating to the population at large. Gustaff Strengell,
following his 1923 visit to America, wrote an inspiring and enthusiastic article about the American view of museums as compared
with museum activity in Finland. Strengell criticised the way of
thinking about museums that was common in Finland at the time

In 1931 Julius Ailio summarised the level of museum activity in
Finland. He was above all concerned about the weakness of the
5

Sometimes the audience is a long way off! This situation is familiar to many guides and listeners. The
Finnish Museum of Photography Curator, Ritva Keski-Korhonen, guides The Arts Council of Finland in
1983. Photograph taken in Museum premises at Lauttasaari.    Picture: Kai Nordberg

and more general information, publications dealing with particular
periods, child-based activities.

and which he termed the quantity-based approach, according to
which museums were mainly intended for persons already qualified in the subject in question. Quantity-museum directors were
mainly scientists, more concerned with surveying and studying
their collections than with providing a service for the public.

American museum pedagogics were studied also by museum advisor Hulda Kontturi in the 1940s and by Art History docent, Sakari Saarikivi in the 1950s. Kontturi contributed to the journal of
the Association in 1949 on the subject of teaching and guiding
activities in American museums while Saarikivi concentrated on
art museums. Later in the 1950s he worked as chief of the Education
Department of the Finnish Academy of Art and in this capacity directed the Ateneum activities relating to touring exhibitions, lecturing
and the dissemination of information. Saarikivi’s strong interest in the
public, his enthusiasm for guiding and his skill at speaking also marked his later work as Curator of the Ateneum Art Museum.

Quantity-based museums had to become quality-based museums:
the public needed to be treated with just as much care and attention as the exhibits themselves. Every functioning museum which
was going to be significant to its users had to consider above all
what those users actually did in the museum and what benefit they
derived from their visit. The means were in themselves simple: extended opening hours, proper chronological lists, good flexible guiding activities, short publications including both individual details
6

guiding, lectures, presentations
and talks

it was not always even considered so necessary. At any rate people travelling in rural areas did publicly express their dissatisfaction.
They may well have been bluntly informed that employees were
engaged on more important tasks, such as research or the systematisation of museum exhibits.

The large number of people who attended the Art Society’s early Sunday afternoon exhibitions made it clear to all that without
expert instruction and guiding the visitors could be completely at
sea. Art provoked many questions but no answers were to be found.
The idea arose that members of the Art Society should themselves
be guides. An attempt to solve the problem came from Art History professor, J.J. Tikkanen, who volunteered to train Art Society
members as guides for the public. Tikkanen proposed a series of
presentations, to be given at 9-10am on Sunday mornings, to provide the necessary insights for all members of the Society. How
long these courses were continued and how readily members in
question actually took part, on the morning of their day of rest, is
at present a matter of speculation. Nevertheless, it is known that
Tikkanen’s talks on art at the Turku Art Museum at the beginning of the 1900s achieved great popularity among the public at
large. In the early years of the museum there were arranged public
lectures on art history and Finnish arts and crafts in which the
museum’s own collections played a concrete part.

The Art Academy of Finland, the 1940s successor to the Art Society, at its inaugural meeting, published a clear programme for
guiding activities. The Academy considered it very important to
bring museum collections and the public at large much closer to
each other, for example, by arranging in museums regular free
lectures. This task was entrusted to the then amanuensis, Aune
Lindström. When she gave her first lecture the number of visitors
was so large that, of the six hundred who turned up, only very few
were actually able to get into the room. The lecture had to be given more than once. For Aune Lindström, speaking to the public
was a natural part of her work both as amanuensis and as curator.
She took her guiding role beyond the confines of the museum and
spoke on national radio broadcasts (Yleisradio) and in Työväenopistoja (workers’ colleges arranging evening classes) until the end
of her life.

children – the focus of activity

The vacation course notes of Fredrik J. Lindström at the Ateneum Art Museum in 1904 are early documentation from the first
days of guiding activity, showing the theory and objectives which
were propagated by the process of guiding. Many handwritten notes in Lindstrom’s long piece of writing introduced the hearer to
Lindström’s own understanding of the social function of art and its
stimulating power.

The guiding of children in art museums has a long history. The
visitor records of the Ateneum as early as 1893 show free school
groups. They came in large numbers, some groups including perhaps more than 80 children. The records show also deaf and dumb
groups and children on vacation courses. The latter also came in
very large numbers: on a single day there seem to have been as
many as 300-400 persons.

Fredrik J. Lindström was at heart a true enlightener of the people,
a person who spent all his free time engaged with art, a teacher of
German. For him it was really important to see beyond the immediate subject of a work of art. Again and again he asks fundamental
questions: “What feelings are aroused in us by this picture? How
exactly does the artist arouse these feelings?” The same work and
the same enthusiastic spirit was to be found for many years in his
daughter, Aune Lindström, the future amanuensis and later curator of the Ateneum.

In 1902 the Central Committee of the Finnish Pedagogic Society
expressed its concern that little was being done in educational
institutions to develop the artistic appreciation of schoolchildren.
Regular museum and exhibition visits were reckoned to be essential to enable even 12-13 year olds to enjoy art in accordance with
current pedagogic standards.
The significance of art for the development of growing children
had in fact concerned educators for a long time. At the beginning
of the 1900s schools were considered to be overemphasising knowledge at the expense of pictorial forms. When a child was taken

The organisation of guiding in museums was by no means a simple
matter. Initially, because of the limited number of staff members, it
was not possible to provide guiding for all who wanted it. Perhaps
7

Members of Mänttä sixth form (as new members of the top class, dressed for one day in old people’s clothes – a Finnish cultural tradition) familiarising themselves with Akseli Gallen-Kallela’s painting, the World of Kalevala, at the touring exhibition at the Joenniemi
Manor House in 1985. Guide, Oili Rikala. Picture: Gösta Serlachius Fine Arts Foundation, Mänttä

The Museum Association has throughout its life has been especially interested in co-operation between school and museum. The
concrete beginning of development of activity within the circle
of the Association was heard in 1942 when Gunnar Granberg ,
museum lecturer from the Stockholm Nordiska Museum, gave a
presentation on a course for museum assistants organised by the
Museum Association in the National Museum on the subject of
the relationship between Swedish museums and schools. The ideas expressed lay dormant and a good twenty years later in 1968
the Association organised, together with the Association of Local Authorities, a conference to consider the development of the
museum activity of towns. The concrete benefit of these days was
the proposal for the development of what the committee called cooperation between museums and schools. The committee’s report

to see art collections, the activity took the form of just walking
around the museum without really being engaged by the works
of art. A person was to be taught to see in the same way that one
learned to read and write and museums would play an important
part in this process.
The joint contribution of educational institutions and museums
became stronger with the establishment in 1906 of the Art for
Schools organisation. “The years of hunger of the soul are just as
agonising as those of the body. The ability to appreciate beauty
belongs to all people and the fact that the enjoyment of beauty
increases one’s appetite for life is something that is known by any
artistically cultivated person,” according to Torsten Stjernschantz,
then Secretary of the Society and later Curator of the Ateneum.
8

on Muuttuva Museo (The Changing Museum) of 1975, the artist,
Taisto Ahtola, Curator of Hämeenlinna Art Museum, expressed
the hope that a functioning art museum would pay more attention
than previously to its pedagogic objective. Guiding in Hämeenlinna had begun at the opening of the museum in 1952 and in particular
Taisto Ahtola’s sparkling persona and compelling anecdotes during
his guiding sessions were very memorable to museum visitors.

was completed the following spring but no further work ensued.
The matter was not returned to until 1981 when a working party
drawn from the National School Board and the Museum Association began to function with the aim of promoting modes of cooperation.The theme of the Museum Days of the following year,
Museums as a Supplement to School Instruction, brought into
prominence the debate being undertaken between museums. The
outcome of the work was published in the Study Visits to Museums publication in 1986. The next stage was the Joint Cultural
Heritage Tuition Development Scheme involving Suomen Tammi,
the Ministry of Education, the Museum Bureau and the Ministry
of the Environment, which took place in the period 1998-2008.

Finland’s museum establishment reacted immediately at the start
of the 1970s to the question of the pedagogic task of the art museum; the country established the very first museum lectureships.
The first to enter the field was the Finnish National Museum where in the summer of 1972, having been appointed to the post, Pekka Sarvas began his work in museum pedagogics. The first museum
lecturer at the Ateneum began his work in January 1973, at which
time the guide, Marja Levanto, the writer of this article, was also
appointed to a museum lectureship. At the Natural Science Museum the pioneering role fell to Jukka Kauppinen.

The question of children and museums had, therefore, been discussed during the whole period of Finnish museum activity but it was
only in the 1960s that children became fully incorporated clients
of museums. In this period the expression Living Museum was an
international catchword. Bengt von Bonsdorff, the Director of the
new Amos Anderson Art Museum, became one of the principal
Living Museum supporters. In the period 1968-1971 museums
were the scene of many experiments, including dance demonstrations, concerts and debates and situations where children were encouraged to come and go as they pleased and to feel at home in the
museum context. They were encouraged to speak about things that
they were believed to like. In Turku in the period 1970-1989 there
was established for children and for other Sunday visitors an entity
called the Wäinö Aaltonen Museum Children’s Drawing Club.

In Finland’s other art museums the beginning of the museum guiding tradition took place mainly in the early part of the period
1970-1980. At Jyväskylä’s Alvar Aalto Museum, side by side with
guiding activity were set up instructional photographic slide series
and art clubs. When in the 1980s Markku Lahti became an important part of the museum’s pedagogic programme, the supply of
services to the various target groups became broader. Eija Tanninen became the museum’s first lecturer in 1984.

The 1984 art policy programme divided the instructional and educational task into three parts: emotional, informational and practical. Of these the practical approach was seen from the museum’s
point of view to be the most difficult but at the same time the
most important aspect. “Here there is the question of the use of
art museum services and the motivation behind museum visits, the
question of whether one comes to the museum from habit, because
of social approval or because of a special event of some kind, or
does one come there to pass the time, to enjoy art, to learn.”

At the Tornio Aine Art Museum so-called “rasvaretkelaisia” were
introduced to exhibitions by guiding provided in an auditorium,
after which they were free to examine the exhibits on foot.
The appearance of museum lecturers as part of the museum staff
entailed much closer contact between guides and visitors. It became possible to consider the whole notion of the public for the
first time, to examine the various groupings of people within it and
their particular needs. The division of the whole group into regular
visitors, chance visitors and non-visitors induced guides to think of
appropriate ways of approaching each constituent group. In addition, different styles of learning were also observed. An awareness of
the different ways in which people’s minds worked led to different
ways of presenting the collections. The traditional verbal aspect
began to give way to all the physical senses, which were taken into
account side by side with the written and spoken word. Various

the changing demands of teaching and guiding
The comprehensive school reforms of the 1970s brought about a
lively debate about the teaching of art in schools and the role of
art museums as complements to school tuition. In the publicati9

The Swedish Art Exhibition at the Ateneum in 1928. The Swedish Ambassador and his wife and companion and
Finnish President Lauri Kristian Relander and his wife are being guided by (left) Curator Torsten Stjernschantz, artist
Akseli Gallen-Kallela and amanuensis Aune Lindström. Picture: photographer unknown, State Art Museum/ Art Archive.
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types of human incapacity and the wide range of cultural diversity
began to form their own complex, heterogeneous grouping.
In the 1970s the field of operation of museum lecturers concentrated to a large extent on guiding and on schoolchildren. From
today’s guiding activity has developed very wide-ranging work
with the public, incorporating the total museum experience. The
State’s own Art Museum Pedagogic Unit published its strategy in
2001, a short time before the unit itself, in connection with the
general reform of museum organisation, ceased to exist. Within
the strategy pedagogic activity was defined to include the totality
of visitor experience, from arriving at the museum to the visit itself
and to the final departure from the museum.
The technological revolution has also expanded the limits of the
guiding process. Nowadays museums also serve their public outside the museum premises. They relate strongly but naturally to the
society in which they are located, without the limitations of the physical, geographical context. In its digital form the museum is open
whenever and and wherever in the world as a whole. The guiding
function of museums has achieved a completely new dimension
both by means of, and with the help of, the world wide web.
How then have museum guides actually succeeded in their task?
The latest visitor survey of museums, published in 2002, shows
that of all our museum users 70% are chance visitors coming to
museums for the first time. They are visitors of such a kind that
are not particularly interested in a particular exhibition or collection, or to see a particular item or to learn something, but are there
mainly to pass the time and be with their friends. According to
the visitor study of the Museum Association, the Finnish museum
is mostly concerned with highly educated visitors. Less educated
persons, people working in agriculture and those who are unemployed find little in a museum to enrich their lives.
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Above: Artist Eero Nelimarkka introduces the collections of the Nelimarkka Museum to primary school children of Lamminkylä in Lappajärvi.
24.9.1965.
Picture: photographer unknown, Nelimarkka-museum.

Translation of the letter on the left: Artist Nelimarkka Alajärvi
We, primary school children from Lamminkylä in Lappajärvi, wish to express our thanks for a really interesting visit to you art museum. 24.9.1965.
The grateful children later sent artist Nelimarkka a letter of thanks including
their own handwritten signatures.
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from scientific lectures to guiding

			

the history of guiding in museums of cultural history
Marjut Lamminen and Leena Tornberg

Museums of cultural history were established in the
period 1880-1890 in such places as Turku, Kuopio,
Vaasa, Porvoo, Pori and Oulu. The Natural History
Museum (currently the Finnish National Museum)
was founded in 1893. Robert Ehrström, Area Physician of Raahe, had first founded the museum in 1862.

his successor who, as the years passed, became qualified as a conservator. The work programme of the porter continued to include
presentation of exhibits. At the retirement of the conservator in
1967, the task of guiding did not pass to the new conservator, nor
even to the first amanuensis, but to the cleaner/heating technician,
who was also responsible for guiding and supervision of the exhibits.
At the end of the 1960s the Satakunta Museum employed for the
first time a summer assistant, whose work included guiding tourist
groups during the summer months. At the beginning of the 1970s
the Museum also employed more assistants. It is to be assumed
that they did guiding work in addition to the cleaner although there is no specific mention of this.

In Finland the financial resources of many cultural history museums were limited for a long time and not surprisingly the number
of employees was small. Guiding was provided within these limitations and in many museums the porters were the key figures. In the
1890s Turku Castle was open between 12noon and 3pm but by agreement with the resident porter visits at other times were possible.

1973 was a time of great change from the point of view of guiding.
Pori received a new museum building and the work of the cleaner/
heating technician became that of museum assistant/cleaner and
also the museum began to employ more museum assistants. There
was also a change in guiding practices. Museum assistants were no
longer allowed to do guiding in the new exhibition spaces. Who
in fact did do the work of guiding at the Satakunta Museum in
the 1970s is not documented, The story goes that the guides were
mainly the Museum’s new researchers, two amanuenses and the
area researcher. Unofficially they were assisted in their guiding activities by at least one museum assistant, who had language skills
and got on well with groups of children.

Early in the 1900s at the North Ostrobothnia Museum in Oulu
the porter was Miss Mimmi Hoffren and her responsibilities included both the library and the museum. According to Samuli
Paulaharju, “At times other than the official opening times travellers, schoolchildren and other interested parties have been able to
enter and look at the collections and the guardian of the museum
has always willingly guided them around.” In some cultural history
museums the porters functioned as guides well into the 1900s; in
small museums even into the 1980s.
This becomes apparent, for example, in the Satakunta Museum,
founded in Pori in 1888. Museum lecturer Carita Tulkki explains
that reports on museum activities date back to the very early years
of the museum but they contain very little on the subject of guiding and guides. On the basis of several written references it can
be concluded that as from the year 1903 exhibition guiding was
looked after by the porter, who was, in addition to the curator, the
only museum employee. In the 1930s the porter’s tasks passed to

opening of the national museum
The new premises of the Finnish Historical Museum (the National Museum) were opened to the public in 1916 and the new
name was officially adopted the following year. During the process
of planning the displays the museum staff had had the opportunity
13

museum. In addition, descendants of people who have in the past
donated items to the museum have been pleased to come and talk
about their ancestors. In the annual report of 1940 it is explained
that: When the museum closed for the day, there came a group
of elementary school children with their teachers. Then seaman J.
Humaloja sang sailors’ songs for them, performed certain seagoing
tasks and talked to the young audience about the different types of
sailing-ships, demonstrating his ideas with the ships on display in
the museum. During the visit of trainee teachers from the training
college, there was a reading by Miss Ida Grekula from notes written by Mrs Hassila concerning the home life of Raahe sailors.

of making study visits to Europe. The display showed all the signs
of the latest thinking within the field. The Museum was seen to
fulfil a very important function for school education. In its first
year the National Museum was visited by more than 52,000 people,
7,500 of whom were schoolchildren.
In 1916 Historiallinen Aikakauskirja (the national history journal) contained very complimentary references to the new Museum. Museum officials had taken great pains and displayed such
scientific devotion to the care and arrangement of exhibits that
everything was a delight to behold. The visitor could not escape
the enlightening vision offered by the Museum nor quickly pass by
so many interesting details. It is interesting that mention is made
also of printed guide material relating to the displays and that they
are taken to be virtually essential for becoming familiar with and
understanding the exhibits themselves.

In the 1940s, as a result of discussions between the Museum Curator and the head-teachers of primary schools, the number of school
visits to the Oulu museum was increased. The teaching objectives
of primary schools were taken into account in the arrangement of
displays. From 1950 there is information that the Curator of Helsinki City Museum gave talks to interested teachers to familiarise
them with the Museum collections.

The ability of museum officials to look after actual guiding was
clearly limited. In 1934 the Archeology Committee presented a
statement to the Ministry of Education concerning the organisation of guiding in museums, on the basis of ideas expressed by
the Recreation Committee (Retkeilylautakunta). According to
this, guiding should be organised and suitable guides should be
obtained on condition that the study groups would agree to pay
for the guides or that costs could be covered from other sources.
According to the proposal, at the National Museum the problem
could be solved if there was an assistant who also had guiding responsibilities. However, the matter was not finally resolved since
there is no mention in the annual report of guiding or guides.

The role of the Museum as a provider of information has been
considerable since even in early editions of its journal there is material about museum activity in other countries. In 1943 the Museum Association arranged a questionnaire concerning co-operation
between schools and museums and information was obtained from
50 museums. According to the findings, teachers almost everywhere provided guiding for their own school groups and only in more
lively local museums did the ‘museum-keeper’ (1943 terminology)
give the guiding. The initiative for the guiding came always from
the schools. According to the report, the attitude in the museums
to school visits was always contradictory. In 1990 the Museum Association produced a new questionnaire and replies came from 68
(49%) museums. The title museum lecturer was in use in the 16
largest museums. 53 museums had no-one in charge of teaching
and any instructional activity that there was done by one of the staff
of the museum. The mode of instruction took the form of guiding
and there was also handout material and teaching packages.

teachers as mediators of culture
in museums at the beginning of
the 1900s
The development of the role of teachers as cultural agents in cultural history museums was a long process in the 1900s. For example, according to Curator Eija Turunen, Raahe Museum probably
benefited greatly from the fact that the Committee of the Museum Society and the Museum Committee itself contained many
teachers who were very interested in history, genealogy, and the
history of Raahe itself. In a museum report of 1934 it is stated
that: The collections have been visited by several hundred people (about 600) and in addition schoolchildren’s groups from the
town and the local area have, as in the past, made visits to the
14

Museum Director Helmi Helminen in 1956 presents a model of Helsinki in the 1870s. The model had been
kept for decades as an attraction at Hakasalmi Villa. Picture: Helsinki City Museum/Kosonen

presentations, lectures, talks –
different instructional modes
following the 1940s

themselves. These occasions were held on Sunday mornings before
the Museum opened in the usual way. School guiding began in
1950 when a guide was employed on an eight-month basis to give
instruction to school groups. At the time of the Olympic Games
in 1952 the National Museum had several guides.

At the National Museum in the 1940s there were spoken presentations for the visitors and researchers presented the collections.
In addition, guiding courses were provided for members of the
guiding club. An interesting reference from 1946 explains that
the public were given a talk on national dress and Lappish costume, examples of which were modelled by teenage students from
Suomalainen Yhteiskoulu secondary school. The purpose behind
these occasions was to familiarise visitors with collections of the
National Museum and to stimulate interest in historical research.
In 1949 to arouse the interest of the public, there were held 11 presentations about museum collections in which officials first gave
a talk and then went with the listeners to look at the collections

A particularly extensive event involving the public was the 1959
75-year Anniversary Week of the Archeological Committee at the
National Museum. The programme of the week would be, even
today, an event requiring very great resources – music, costume
processions, films, talks, guiding and church services.
The Turku Historical Museum has always been an important attraction and at the Town Tourist Office in the 1960s there were
trained guides for tourist groups. Museum employees concentrated
on providing guiding for school classes, students and other particular groups of people. In the 1960s at the North Ostrobothnia
15

Helsinki City Museum Curator, Jarno Peltonen, helps with the building blocks at the Senate Square Construction Exhibition, Olga and Oskar, in 1973.
At this period exhibitions directed at children were a novelty and Olga and Oskar had 15,000 visitors. Picture: Helsinki City Museum/Kari Hakli.
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lecturer at the National Museum, Raija Järvelä, also observes that
models for guiding and teaching activity came to her in the 1970s
from abroad, mainly from the Nordic Countries.

Museum in Oulu Curator Aarne Kopisto introduced collections to
very large numbers of people. Museum Curator Antti Mäkinen believes that researchers at the Kainuu Museum were beginning to give
public lectures in the 1980s, perhaps even at the end of the 1970s.

museum pedagogic activity spreads
around finland in the 1980s

the 1970s – museum pedagogics and
guiding

Museum lecturer activity following the model of the national museums began to be established in cultural history museums all over
Finland in particular in the 1980s. Among the first activities of
museum lecturers there was mainly the guiding of schoolchildren
during their museum visits. In those cultural history museums
which lacked museum lecturers proper, amanuenses and researchers continued to guide the visitors. It seemed possible to combine the work of museum lecturers with that of amanuenses and
researchers. This in practice signified responsibility for guiding.

In 1956 the National Archeologist, C.A. Nordman, in the publication Suomen Museo (Museum of Finland) indicates that it is wellknown in Finland what is happening in museums in other parts of
the world: a certain mode of tuition which the National Museum
should take on board in accordance with the example provided by
the museum lecturers of the great Scandinavian museums, is guiding activity for large numbers of schoolchildren, soldiers and students who come to museums every year. As a result of insufficient
staff this has not taken place. Museum lecturers have given way
to more casually-based guides, which museums have been able to
make use of for people just making brief visits to our museums.

with the year 2000 in sight
traditional guiding changes its
form and becomes more complex

In the 1970s there was the gradual appearance of museum pedagogic activity in the country’s cultural history museums. In the
National Museum in 1972 there was appointed the first museum
lecturer, Pekka Sarvas, and following him in 1972 Raili Järvelä. At
the North Ostrobothnia Museum in Oulu the first museum lecturer, Raili Huopainen, was appointed in 1979. In 1978 Marja-Liisa
Tuomi began work as museum pedagogic guide at Helsinki City
Museum, although the title was later changed to museum lecturer. The museum lecturer post at Turku Town Historical Museum
came in 1980.
Along with museum lecture posts there began the marketing of
particular teaching activity for schools in cultural history museums
and also the development of instruction and guiding activities directed at teachers.

In the period 1980-1990 the activity of cultural history museums
became much better known particularly to school and the number
of instances of guiding increased. Museums organised family days,
puppet theatre shows, concerts, skiing holiday week events, and
‘happenings’. More and more attention was paid to different kinds
of visitor groups and forms of guiding appropriate to them. In the
1990s there was the spread of net-based materials which either
replaced or complemented guiding activities.
Many cultural history museums have developed their school cooperation and museum pedagogic activity through the Suomen
Tammi network (1998-2008).This co-operative network has developed in a remarkable way the content and methodology of cultural heritage tuition and the contact produced by co-operation
between different parties by creating literature in the field and by
providing supplementary tuition.

Marja-Liisa Tuomi, the first museum lecturer at Helsinki City
Museum, stated in 2010 that the idea of museum pedagogic activity was in the world of the 1970s by no means easily accepted. Museums were thought of at that time as being mainly research institutions and activity involving the public was suspected of being
merely the popularisation of knowledge. There were in Finland no
operational models for museum pedagogics and so they had to be
made from scratch. In an interview in 2009 the former museum

Guiding activity has been one of Suomen Tammi’s most important
development objectives. New modes of guiding were found in several cultural history museums in the form of drama guiding, roleplaying, practical guiding, conversational guiding and workshop
guiding. A clearer picture of the situation in the period 2000-2010
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can be obtained from the Pedafooni 2A publication which deals
with new developments in guiding (The Finnish Association for
Museum Education Pedaali ry, 2009).

researcher marjut lamminen
considers development in guide
identity
I began work as a part-time guide at the National Museum in the
autumn of 1986 and at present I work as a researcher dealing with
tuition. At the beginning of the current century the post of museum lecturer was held by Kirsti Melanko but since then this title has
not been in use.
I remember well that in the museum I did not receive any instruction in the work of guiding. I listened to others as they provided
guiding and I familiarised myself independently with the museum
collections. In the year 1991 I took part in the pedagogic course
for museum lecturers provided by the Museum Association. Other participants on the course included Marianne Långvik-Huomo
from Espoo Town Museum, Marianne Koskimies-Envall from
Ostrobothnia Museum, Irmeli Soininen from Savonlinna Provincial Museum, Anna-Maria Larikka from Mikkeli Art Museum,
Maija Tanninen-Mattila from Helsinki City Museum, Outi Dekker from Oulu Art Museum and Riitta Kuusikko from Rovaniemi
Art Museum (persons’ employment records 1991). At these museum lecturer gatherings one’s professional identity gradually became
strengthened by virtue of belonging to the world of museum lecturers, for it should be remembered that guiding was a very solitary
activity and, in my opinion, even in the 1990s was not taken to be a
very significant activity. The positive attitude of the museum management towards instructional activity, and as a provider of resources,
is the heart and soul of the whole matter.
Of professional significance was the three-month museum staff
exchange in Stockholm in the 1990s. At that time it was possible
for me to become familiar with the often excellent museum pedagogic activities of Sweden’s leading museums. There I obtained
good examples of the use of drama, teaching packs as an element of
guiding, workshops and co-operation between museums.
In cultural history museums the quantity of individual exhibits is
enormous. How should one identify the most important ones and
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present them in such a way that they remain in the memory and
arouse interest? The greatest challenge for teaching and also the
most interesting aspect is the fact that all groups are different from
one another. Learners who differ in age and also in other ways have
learned a great deal from the mutual exchange between guide and
group. Learning by doing has certainly been my most important
motto. In my guiding work I have been clearly aware of current developments in school tuition and the pupils themselves and also of
the development of new kinds of guiding activity required in museums. The incorporation of teaching packs, workshops, practical
activities that the learner takes part in and drama as elements in the
notion of guiding is both challenging and rewarding.
Museum based learning should in my opinion be developed more
and more in view of the large number of learners who are involved.
Museum exhibits and the stories that lie behind them not only link
us to the past but also give us the opportunity to formulate new
interpretations. In particular, children and young people are still
seeking their own identities. In our fast-changing world the museum should provide both knowledge and experiences which have
significance for the way in which we feel, which ideally would help
us to form our own identity and give us tools for the future.

Curator Leo Kasanko guides visitors at the Finnish Orthodox Church Museum in 1968. The Museum was
established in 1957. Picture: photographer unknown/Finnish Orthodox Museum.
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life – centres of life
Jukka Kauppinen

guiding at the natural science
museum

public education
In addition to museums of scientific institutions there was in various places in Finland a kind of natural science museum movement – often based on amateur societies – which owed its spirit
to the development of the public education idea. Some of these
museums have become established as museums of the professional
kind and they have themselves developed their mode of operation.
Kuopio Natural History Museum and Turku Biological Museum
strove from the start to provide service for the public and their
display activity was developed in a planned manner in this direction. These museums, which were operating as pioneers of educational development obtained their own premises in 1907. In Kuopio
the Cultural History Museum and the Natural Science Museum
have both occupied the same building from the very beginning,
and this interaction has posed a particular challenge to teaching
activity and to other contact with the public.

The country’s small number of natural science museums have developed in relation to university teaching and research. University
collections or museums have come into existence in those places
in which there is research and tuition in the field of biology, such
as Helsinki, Turku and Oulu Universities. In addition, in various parts of the country there have originally been collections set
up by natural history societies or enthusiasts, many of which now
belong to local or regional museums. The oldest of these are area
or university museums currently functioning as the KuopioNatural
History Museum (1897) and the Turku Biological Museum (1907)
which belongs to the regional museum.
The grouping of collections in natural history museums was, in
accordance with museum practice and the general way of thinking
of the time (1900s), largely systematic, reflecting the abundance of
species and total number of living creatures. The ecological aspect
was only just becoming apparent.

From the beginning of the 1900s the public service of natural
science museums began with the direct displaying of collections
and with core exhibitions which spoke for themselves and also stimulated the visitors themselves to speak (…look at the squirrel, see
what kind of colour it’s got for winter, and a squirrel in its summer coat – and look, an albino squirrel!.....). In addition to exhibits
which directly illustrated facts, there was guiding information in
the form of printed texts.

Visitors generally got to know the exhibits and the collections
independently without guides. The labels, often wordy, technical
explanations, helped to clarify the exhibits. Explanations and information were also on offer to some extent in the form of leaflets
and printed guides.
Guiding and instruction were for a long time – up to the 1980s – not
regularly provided. This situation generally related to the programme
of scientific instruction of universities in such subject areas as organic
taxonomy, anatomy, organic geography and evolutionary biology.

In recent decades the task of teaching and educating has become
emphasised through the increase in environmental awareness and
sense of responsibility.
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Lecturer and museum official Kurt H. Enwald speaks about birds at the museum in May 1951.

Picture: Kuopio Natural Science Museum.

Lecturer Benjamin Ståhlberg, creator of the plan and prime mover
of exhibitions, visited, for example, Scandinavian and German museums, aquaria and zoos and then crystallised his exhibition plans
and pedagogic objectives for the benefit of the Regional Museum
of Savo and Karelia.

In addition to systematic and objective science, scope was also given to personal awareness and experience of the world, to subjective points of view as well as to the alternative kinds of consideration, interpretation and significance of affairs and phenomena. The
sources of information and experience are the perceptions of all
the human senses.

How should we best present nature within the walls of a museum
or guide the public in the context of natural history? The key proposed by Ståhlberg was the idea of ‘life centres’ which it would be
possible to render tangible with the help of biological sub-categories. In addition to ‘systematic divisions’ it would be necessary to
present biological groups as natural wholes.

Within this process guiding activity itself is always changing; new
forms of activity are both sought and tested.

kuopio natural science museum
– a case study of public education
and instruction

The task of the museum is not only to teach but to educate, said
Ståhlberg. He spoke in favour of ‘truth’ but at the same time about
aesthetic susceptibility. He had a grasp of the way in which people
could be influenced and impressed and of the methods available
to the museum: when I observe a biological group it does not only

The first closely considered ‘objective programme’ for the work
of a science museum – specifically, activity directed towards the
public – is presented in the booklet “A Plan for Kuopio Museum”
(Ståhlberg 1901, Publication 1 of the Society Friends of Nature).
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Schoolchildren getting to know the
natural science exhibitions of the Kuopio
Museum in May 1957. Mrs Kirsti
Poutanen is guiding. The children are
examining the jawbone of a whale and
the harpoon muzzle belonging to the
Petsamo collection. Picture: Kuopio Natural
History Museum.
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for discovering the variety of organisms – this is common to all
natural science museums and is at the heart of their thinking and
their guiding activity. Collections provide a window onto nature,
its organisms and its structural complexity.

teach me to know nature but at the same time it arouses in me
respect and love for nature.
School and museum specialist, Ståhlberg combined early environmental and aesthetic education approaches to the field of teaching
and public education. He emphasised the link between the personal observation of nature, the consideration of phenomena and the
nurturing of nature.

Observation of natural phenomena provides the perfect opportunity also for experiential learning. Familiarity with nature, instruction and environmental education – environmental culture as a whole – requires a variety of points of view when approaching creatures
and their habitats, whether it be in the direction of biological environmental protection, environmental aesthetics or philosophy. For
work of this kind the museum is an excellent forum and guiding is
a central tool.

Stimulus was given to museum guiding and public education by
the inspiring conversation which took place early in the 1900s, in
particular in the magazine Luonnon Ystävä, on the subject of the
objectives and content of natural history courses in schools. Here
emphasis was given to the significance of observation and of making observation possible.

own school – teacher or museum
guide?

“What message is given by all the different kinds of forms that,
with their remarkable structures and variations, appear before us?”
Such an idea was expressed by Kuopio’s second museum lecturer
and museum pioneer Aulis Westerlund in Friend of Nature (1898)
following his visit to foreign museums. In his opinion, simply a
systematic presentation of organisms from which the public become aware of the array of natural species and genuses does not in
itself satisfy the demands of education and instruction.

Until the end of the 1900s advice and guiding in natural history
museums, mainly on a voluntary basis, was carried out by representatives of founding bodies – for example, members of the society Friends of Nature – and later also by other people, who received a small payment. University researchers sometimes did specific
guiding, generally as a way of introducing their own special field
or as tuition. This tended to emphasise a scientific or research approach. Thus in Kuopio and in many other museum localities the
teaching community included qualified museum supporters who
took on guiding and concentrated either on developing awareness
of a particular teaching objective or on exploring the museum in a
freer manner with their students in the hope of discovering something worthwhile on their travels. To support their teaching, teachers created materials which may well have passed from school to
school and from teacher to teacher.

In the same way as Ståhlberg, Westerlund conceives of the presentation of exhibits in relation to the notion of living centres (“Lebenscentrum”, “Lebensgemeinschaft”). By this he means the flora
and fauna composition of various habitats, the variety and abundance of life-forms and the relationships between living creatures.
In early environmental studies significance was attached to observation and analysis – the museum was to have the role in this process of a directing and guiding helper.

Actual guiding staff have been in small numbers right up to the
present time. A full-time museum guide was appointed at the
Kuopio Museum in 1974 and had the responsibility of dealing
with guiding, advice and other services for the public. This person’s
tasks included guiding activities in the whole institution – the exhibitions in both the Cultural History Museum and the Natural
Science Museum. In addition the museum lecturer was involved
during the period 1982-1997, with services provided for the public,
mainly the planning and co-ordination of exhibitions and related
tuition, until reorganisation of the museums. The content of mu-

The approach of Ståhlberg and Westerlund corresponded strongly to the museum pedagogic thinking of the present period – the
central core objectives were already being proposed. The starting
point of work with collections and guiding activity with the public are natural species and their habitats. At present in this connection we speak to some extent in terms of different concepts: in
addition to species there are populations, living communities and
ecosystems. Diversity is also currently a central notion and a tool
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information for individual consumption, in the first place for the
use of academic institutions and for enthusiasts.

seum visits was planned above all with museum employees, schools,
day nurseries, supervisory teachers and regional educators. One
goal was to allow scientific exhibitions to be approached from the
point of view of different academic subjects.

information, experience – guiding
and the public face to face now
and in the future

The Turku Biological Museum, in the spirit of enlightening the
people, by means of a photographic slide-based core display, at the
beginning of the 1900s directed its instruction at young people and
school students. Guiding became the part-time activity of local teachers. They also produced study tasks and other learning materials. More recently this work has become part of the responsibility
of the museum curator. In Helsinki The Central Natural Science
Museum together with its exhibition divisions has in recent times
transferred from temporary guiding activity to the development of
active public services. Guiding is an activity conducted by pedagogues. The responsible planners train free-lance guides to work
with them. The museum has become a kind of experimental field
for environmental learning. It has somehow become transformed
from being a museum or a school into a workshop. We can say that
it has expanded into a natural history time-machine. Temporary
exhibitions and in particular redesigned core exhibitions provide
a fresh challenge as do increasing numbers of special events and
theme days.

In the 1980s developments began to be made in the range of
guiding and museum pedagogics. In addition to brochures and
printed guides there appeared study tasks and study packs and
later web materials, and more developed conversation and narrative presentations and various kinds of drama-based devices. The
work has involved – depending on the museum involved and the
circumstances – museum employees but also lay individuals and
photographers interested in nature, artists, writers, story-tellers
and others.
Instead of a single academic field or subject, a natural science museum is able by means of different kinds of guiding and by variation in emphasis to point itself in various directions. The various points of view constitute the very wealth of a museum and
its collections. A museum is in no way the purveyor of a singe
truth. Thus its scientific view – although dependant on the theory
of evolution – does not necessarily detract from the visitor’s own
view, expression or interpretation, since all museum exhibits exist
independently within a range of truth possibilities. In a natural
science museum the initial point of view may be not only in terms
of either environmental science, biology, or geography but also of
history, mother tongue, music, pictorial art or philosophy. The facilitator may be a teacher doing the guiding, a museum employee
or somebody else. This facilitator’s personal approach will result in
an engaging guiding experience. The observations and experiences
may yield many kinds of discourse. We ponder, speculate, seek for
meanings and explanations, we formulate theories. A visit to a museum comes alive and is enriched as a result of different kinds of
thoughts and their accumulation. In the guiding and public service
provision that we offer are to be found a complexity of intellectual
and emotional stimuli.

Also in other natural science museums a move has been made in
recent times towards guiding activity involving real staff. This involves part of the responsibility of the researchers, amanuenses, curators and others who do necessary work in the museum premises.
The time for volunteers has passed.
The Starting point of museum visits for schools has been the
practice whereby the teacher is mainly responsible for the planning of the visit, for the defining and implementation of the aim,
whereas the museum itself offers expertise and specific knowledge in the form of guiding, presentations, lectures, discussions and
workshops. The activity has been directed towards particular target
groups, frequently to primary or secondary pupils and often also
to people with special needs or other groups. Teachers have received preparatory help in the form of museum information sessions,
handouts, brochures and printed guide booklets. Websites are anew
and commonly used device. With them it is possible to present, in
addition to information about exhibitions, museum mission statements, collections and research topics. They offer more-detailed

Experience-based learning forms a basis for many kinds of participatory and interactive guiding – even as a support for our whole
narrative culture. The process may well activate a complex range of
sense impressions, feelings, mental images and imagined thoughts.
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It is to be expected that, in a guided process of this kind, one’s grasp
of the environment and the complexity of nature may reach new
dimensions and that there would be an increase in one’s general environmental sensitivity. By pondering on the variable, unpredictable
situations in the world we discover alternative explanations for the
behaviour and survival of nature’s range of organisms. At the same
time we may feel inspired by the very existence and course of activity of a single natural organism.
A visit to a museum incorporating practical experience and activity – for example, through drama, personal observation, recollection
and discussion – may open up the doors of a museum, as it were,
in completely new way. Sitting with children in small groups for
the purpose of sharing ideas – perhaps on the subject of the way
in which animals cope and survive – is one approach to an interactive method. Through the guiding activity of the facilitator the
joint speaking event may well produce a great variety of alternative
explanations. Scientific objects, exhibitions based on them and other presentations may well bring many group-members to take part
in the conversation, which will have great benefit, for example, for
integrated teaching. Take, for example, the mythical lake bird, the
black-throated diver, and the many associations that it suggests. In
addition to connections with lake biology, we have historical folklore, religious culture, origin of names in the language, aesthetics
of physical shape, the world of musical sounds and so on. When
there is direct contact with real people the tyranny of a single form
of knowledge can be overcome and the multiplicity of voices can
come into its own. Kuiik, kuuiik, kuiikku, kuikka……..
Interviews: Curator in Chief Jouni Aspi (Zoological Museum of
Oulu University), Curator Pekka Käär (Turku Biological Museum),
Planner Markku Liinamaa (Natural Science Museum).

Illustrations on the right:
Hey, there! We’re off to the museum! You come too!
Don’t forget to go to the museum!
Have you been to the museum yet?
In the 1920s museum business was brisk. Exhibits were acquired and the
public were guided. The young Friends of Nature and other school students
carried placards in the street: We’re off to the museum! You come too!
Picture: Kuopio Natural History Museum.
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the art museum meets the public
marjatta levanto’s experiences as a guide

of the museum give any direction or guidance for, or even show
any awareness of the work that I was doing. The only person who
showed any interest at all in guiding was the now retired Former
Curator of the Ateneum, Aune Lindström. She passed on to me
not only her own long-term experiences but also the opinions of
her father, Fredrik J. Lindstrom, regarding the significance of guides in museum activities. Only in retrospect do I realise that I have
been directly or indirectly involved with the three most important
art popularisers in the history of our art museums. Fredrik J. Lindstrom, Aune Lindström and Sakari Saarikivi constitute the very
foundation on which discourse on art and the development of that
discourse within Finnish Art Museums has been placed.

I was sitting as a young history of art student in the Fazer Café
in Helsinki’s Kluuvikatu street sometime at the beginning of the
1970s and in walked Tuula Arkio, at that time the second amanuensis of the Ateneum. She was spreading the information that the
Ateneum was in need of a German-speaking guide, I said I was
interested and that’s how it began. Without any close consideration of my guiding ability and with only a few days’ notice I was
taken on to introduce the Ateneum’s collections to members of the
German Navy.
At that time the Ateneum had two established guides: Marjatta
Konttinen, the Photographic slide-archive curator of The Finnish
Art Academy’s Education Department (later the Exhibition and
Education Department of the Central Art Archive) was responsible for guiding in Finnish and Brigitta Lojander dealt with guiding in Swedish. As part of the team, I was involved, in addition to
work with Finns, with the care of English- and German-speaking
groups. I quickly went to listen to the guiding sessions of the regular guides and then started guiding myself straightaway.

Exactly how many guiding sessions were performed at that time
I could not say. But what I do remember clearly is that the most
important category of visitors to be guided, in addition to tourists
passing through, were various groups of ladies’ societies. The wives
of builders, the wives of engineers, the wives of lawyers; they all
remain in my memory as pleasant and sociable people. They had
come together to the museum, not so much to listen to the guide
or to discuss art as to enjoy themselves and to have a chat together. In those early years I have no recollection of meeting school
groups at all.

At that time time the curator (director) at the Ateneum was Sakari
Saarikivi, a well-known and productive populariser of art, a brilliant speaker and a great story-teller. The Assistant Curator was
the legendary art critic and art specialist, Einari Vehma and the
first amanuensis the equally legendary Leena Peltola (then Savolainen) who was to be my close colleague for many years and from
whom I learned more about practical museum work than I have
ever learned from anyone else. The second amanuensis was Tuula
Arkio, who had almost by accident come to work in the museum
field. I have no recollection whatever that the three of us ever talked to each other about guiding, about the objectives of guiding or
about art at all. Neither did any member of the professional staff

Right at the beginning of my time as a guide I was asked by Sakari
Saarikivi to write some room signs. At that time there was the new
idea of text-guiding , in which every room of the Ateneum would
have labels in three languages relating to artistic periods, artistic
features or individual works of art. (Prior to this the signs in museums had been fixed – unchanged for decades.) Looking back on
the label-writing in the new system, it did seem to be a thankless task. The Ateneum at that time contained the Sinebrychoff
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The Vironniemi Nursery group at the Ville Vallgren Children’s Exhibition with education officer Marjatta Levanto at the
Ateneum Art Museum in 1979. Picture: Eeva Rista, State Art Museum/Central Art Archive.
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Collection of old foreign works of art and examples of contemporary art including the Sara Hilden Collection of international
contemporary art. Consequently I was obliged to take on, in one
fell swoop, the history of art at home and abroad from the 1200s
until the present day. Sakari corrected the worst errors in my texts
and the room labels were on show throughout the 1980s.

past and did not seem to be flourishing any better in the revival.
As I worked through the same collections Wednesday by Wednesday, there just weren’t many art-lovers in attendance. Gradually it
began to be a little frustrating, speaking to one, or two, or three
people, while they too seemed embarrassed by the intimacy of the
situation.

When the Ateneum Art Museum decided to establish a new museum lecturer’s post I was a strong competitor in view of my experience as guide and label- writer. I cannot remember if there were
many applicants for the job. The only one that I can remember was
Marja-Liisa Rönkkö, later to be my boss at the State Art Museum
and currently Lecturer in Museology at Helsinki University.

Considerably more visitors attended the free guiding at the special
exhibitions, which is understandable. At some stage, at the suggestion of the public, the Wednesday evening sessions were converted
to sessions on Sunday afternoons. Indeed, for several decades to
come, Sundays became established as free guiding days: guiding in
Finnish every Sunday and guiding in Swedish on the first Sunday
in the month.

And so in January 1973 I became the first art museum lecturer in
Finland. Six months before that Pekka Kärki had been appointed
by the National Museum as its only lecturer in the newly established post. However, he only served there during the summer period
and Raija Järvelä occupied the post of museum lecturer at the National Museum at the time when I was beginning my work. Raija
and I met each other regularly at official events but we did not
have any discussions about museum pedagogics. Indeed, the National Museum way of thinking, its aspirations and objectives were
so far removed from the world of art museums that there was no
common basis for such practical or theoretical discussion. And in
any case, neither of us was so confident of our own particular field
of work.

The team of guides increased rapidly: Marjatta Konttinen and
Birgitta Lojander soon had a whole group of new colleagues. The
increase in guides was above all the result of the number of schoolchildren coming to the museum. The work of museum lecturers
had made it possible to think of different kinds of visitor groups
and of the services to be made available to them. Art teachers had
to a great extent guided their own pupils in the museum; class teachers had rarely ventured into the museum at all. My first task was
to create good relations with schools, which happened without difficulty, and information about the new arrangements spread rapidly.
Because the museum director, Sakari Saarikivi, was such a personable populariser of art, he approached the work of the museum
lecturer in a very supportive and encouraging way (once we were
on first name terms and had agreed that the wearing of jeans was
inappropriate for museum professionals). The support and encouragement Sakari gave was also apparent in the museum pedagogic
budget: I was given formal authorisation which made it possible
to have free guiding for groups of children in the Museum. This
naturally encouraged teachers to allow guiding to be done by qualified guides. All in all it was very easy to pay the guides because
large numbers of groups to be guided guaranteed considerable income for students, and, indeed, guides in the 70s and 80s were
mostly art history and art students.

Since the work of a museum lecturer at the Ateneum was really
so new, no-one had a very clear picture of what it should involve. The only clear professional requirement was that I should look
after guiding activity. However, it was not intended that I should
automatically perform all the museum guiding myself. My task
was to organise the guiding, pay the guides and to train them for
their work. The only direct guiding that I was responsible for was
in connection with the revived free public presentations on Wednesday evenings. These had originally been regarded as attempts
to enlighten the working population and the same basic approach
was now adopted: to give working citizens the opportunity to familiarise themselves in a relaxed manner with works of art.

Right from the start I concentrated on clarifying the structure of
the current visitor population and on thinking about the nature and
requirements of the various categories of visitor. Schoolchildren
had been an easy group but what about children under school age?

Not surprisingly, my Wednesday work programme began in the
middle of the day because I did not finish work until eight in the
evening. The concept had never really got wind in its sails in the
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actions.) When the Museum Pedagogic Unit came to an end earl
in the 2000s, as a result of organisational changes at the Stat Art
Museum, the Unit had, in a good ten-year period, grown to be a
team of 15 employees.

The Ateneum had no history of day nursery visitors and I resolved
to solve this deficiency at once. A sad memory that does not fade
concerns the very first nursery group that I invited to the Museum.
I am thinking of the nursery at Vironniemi, which was at walking
distance from the Museum and to which I sent a friendly message of welcome. This was received with great enthusiasm and the
whole nursery set off to make the visit. When I looked down from
the top level of the Ateneum front stairs at this group of over 80
toddlers, sweating in their winter overalls (cloakroom facilities at
the Museum in those days were non-existent) they looked to me
like a veritable ocean of snowsuits. The children were far more interested in the fossils in the stone steps and the chewing- gum and
sweet papers stuffed into the ventilation vents in the exhibition
room than they were in the anxious attempts of the inexperienced museum lecturer to charm them into the magic world of art.
Instead of showing any interest in the items I had chosen – the
children playing in Albert Edelfelt’s painting of the Luxembourg
Gardens in Paris – they were far more engaged by Akseli GallenKallela’s Fratricide or Juho Rissanen’s Rautakaula. The encounter
between the sweaty and insubordinate group of children and the
perspiring and desperate museum lecturer should be ranked among
the least successful of my guiding achievements.

Guiding work was a very productive field since there was much to
be developed. Among the visitors requiring guides with particular
skills there were many groups of disabled people. First of all, in the
80s, there were those who had impaired vision or were blind and
they were followed by visitors who had hearing problems or were
deaf. Those who had learning difficulties or limited language skills
came along only in the 90s. (I wrote the first simplified language
guiding publication, the World of Hugo Simberg, in 2000.) All
the time we were in close co-operation with related organisations,
whose patient experts gave museum room attendants advice on
dealing with disabled visitors and also gave appropriate advice to
guides. As the range of visitors being guided increased, the guides
themselves were badly in need of special education.
I have always been deeply convinced that guiding is too often regarded as merely a speaking exercise. We have very successfully
taken advantage of actors from the National Theatre who were
skilled mimics, dancers from the Dance Institute of the Theatre
High School and on many occasions musicians from the Sibelius Academy. In connection with the Millennium Exhibition on
Hugo Simberg, the children’s composition workshop gave participants the opportunity to compose, using Simberg instruments,
their own impressions of the artist, to produce sounds on the computer and to take a CD of their own compositions home for their
own pleasure. Together with Musica Nova the TaikAika children’s
weekends positioned top-rank contemporary music virtuosos at
different points around the museum and they, by means of music,
created links with the works of art around them.

And so, in such a painful way, I did, however, learn that very basic
rule that the size of the group to be guided is of great significance.
Within the framework of the budget arrangements available to me,
it was necessary to have a system whereby school classes were automatically divided into two smaller groups and the maximum size
of nursery groups was to be 12.
When, in the 1900s, the State Art Museum was first established,
this marked a crucial step forward in the activity of museum pedagogics. At that time was formed the Museum Pedagogic Unit,
which combined the pedagogic activities of three museums: the
Sinebrychoff Art Museum, the Finnish Art Museum and the Museum of Modern Art (Kiasma was founded later when its own premises were completed). Following the setting up of the Museum
Pedagogic Unit, the number of those employed in art education
grew at very great speed. The number of employees was doubled
almost immediately when workshop activity began and had the
benefit of the work of Erica Othman, who is still running workshop activity at the Ateneum. (We at once began to refer to those
engaged in art educational work in the workshop as workshop guides since they were indeed performing guiding through their own

For me guiding contains within itself room label and wall label
writing, guiding publication writing, planning of catalogues for
the public side by side with the official catalogue, film making,
presenting audio-visual programmes, and many possible applications of the new media. As the museum lecturer of a great museum,
having at my disposal the vast collections of a national gallery, I
have always been concerned about the Helsinki- centred nature of
my work. As a compensation for this, there are the many publications, programmes and films, and all the forms of artistic creation
which are everywhere legible and visible.
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being an education officer at
the finnish national museum

Division. As a result of the small number of officials and the shortage of office space, activity could not get off to an efficient start.
However, the Museum Technical Office, which was set up in the
Finnish National Museum, created the post of Senior Researcher
(education officer) of Educational and Information Activities. The
post included responsibility for planning the National Museum’s
new forms of activity and work, for example for the organisation
of schoolchildren and group guiding, evening programmes for the
public and guided excursions.
Pekka Sarvas explains that he is above all a numismatist, who began his career at the National Museum when he was a schoolboy.
From the winter of 1954 he worked for short temporary periods
in the coin rooms with the responsibility of arranging and cataloguing finds. In addition he took part in several archaeological
excavations. Sarvas was at Helsinki University reading as his main
subject Finnish and Nordic Archaeology and during the summers
of the period 1959-1965 he participated in the Northern Finland
excavations led by Aarni Erä-Esko. In the autumn of 1959 Pekka
Sarvas worked for the first time as acting amanuensis. During the
period 1966-72 he was assistant at the Helsinki University Archaeological Institute, based in the National Museum.

Pekka Sarvas (center) at the opening of The Money Museum at Avesta in Sweden in
1983, held in connection with the Meeting of the Scandinavian Numismatic Union.

pekka sarvas –
first education officer
From 1st June, 1972, FL Pekka Sarvas, was the first Curator of
Education of the National Museum of Finland. This part of his
career remained short since as early as 4th August he was informed
that he had obtained the new post of Head of the History Office
of the new Research Division of the Museum Bureau, to take effect on 1st November, 1972.

When applying for the position of education officer Pekka Sarvas was more interested in finding a suitable regular job than in
spreading the gospel of his academic interests. The Museum had
temporary guides for schoolchildren and how much guiding the
researchers did seemed to depend on their personal interests. One
of the guides that Pekka particularly remembers was the Daughter of Asessori Tamminen, whose voice could be heard throughout
the Museum as her guiding took place. Sarvas did not have time to
develop guiding activity in a concrete manner.

In 1972 the work of the Archaeological Committee came to an
end and in its place was established the Museum Bureau. The
reorganisation carried with it many changes. The Divisional Director of the newly established National Museum of Finland was
Riitta Pylkkänen, who had formerly been head of the Historical
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At the beginning of the 1970s the education officer received no
training and such a process did not seem possible since, according
to Sarvas, so much depended on the individual person. As assistant in the Archaeological Institute, Pekka Sarvas had held basic
courses relating to National Museum exhibitions for students of
archaeology and guiding was familiar to him. In his opinion the
most important characteristics of a good guide are: to have a clear
objective; to be able to get on with people; to be able to present
ideas in such a way that they do not seem dry and academic; and
to be able to create a positive, pleasant atmosphere. In addition the
education officer should have a grasp of what is of central importance and of how much the ordinary museum visitor can absorb. It
is important to get the audience to be charmed by the exhibition
and to learn something new from it. Exhibitions with excessively
long explanatory text are equivalent to a book that has to be read
standing up, says Sarvas.

Pekka Sarvas recollects that the position of education officer was
apparently in the air at the beginning of the 1970s. The Archaeological Committee had been more of an institute and research
department and the small staff had not focussed on service to the
public. During his short term of office Sarvas participated at the
beginning of August in the conference of the Federation of European Regional Outdoor Museums, which was held at the National
Museum and the Seurasaari Outdoor Museum.
In Sarvas’s opinion Ritta Pylkkänen was an excellent leader, with
whom he did not, however, manage to have any discussions about
his work. Ritta Pylkkänen was thinking very much about exhibition activity and she took the role of education officer very seriously.
According to Sarvas she had made a study trip to the USA and
had been very much influenced by it. In the annual report of the
Archaeological Committee for 1960 it is mentioned that Riitta
Pylkkänen took part, at the invitation of the American Museum
Federation, in the museum conference held at Boston on 25 – 27th
May, 1960, and that she gave a talk on the National Museum at
this conference. In connection with this visit, she visited other important museum centres in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington D.C., Chicago and Detroit.

raija järvelä –
developer of general activities
Raija Järvelä was chosen to succeed Pekka Sarvas as the new education officer at the National Museum as from the beginning of
January in 1973. At the end of 1977 Raija became stand-in curator
of the Museum Technical Office and subordinate to her as education officer was Kirsti Melanko. On 1st June, 1979, Raija Järvelä
was appointed Curator of the Technical Office and at the beginning of September in 1979 Kirsti Melanko became full education
officer.

Pekka Sarvas began the National Museum tradition of Tuesday
evening lecture series. He got the idea of these talks from presentations given by members of staff and remembered particularly talks given by Aune Lindström. Talks of the same kind would
work well on Tuesday evenings at the Museum. They would be
relaxed informal events at which the public at large would be able
to have direct contact with, and to converse with, museum staff.
However, the Tuesday evenings soon changed when the speakers
began to take them much too seriously though, on the other hand,
there did develop a regular group of supporters; the most faithful
participants even apologised if they had been unable to attend the
previous meeting. The idea had been to hold the sessions in the exhibition room, which actually happened on the first occasion, but a
problem immediately arose when so many people appeared in the
very limited space of the room in question. Presentations had to
be transferred to the library (at present the Information Centre).
The intention had been to present individual museum exhibits or
groups of exhibits and not external topics. Gradually speakers from
elsewhere also began to be used.

Raija Järvelä originally read Finnish Language and Literature at
Helsinki University but while she was completing the requirement
(50 hours) for the cum laude qualification in Ethnology at the National Museum, she got to hear about the post of museum trainee,
which was vacant at the Helsinki City Museum and she obtained
this. During this period of training she was able to continue working at the City Museum and the museum field began to be increasingly attractive to her. Her main subject changed to ethnology
and her subsidiary subjects included educational science, and later
also archaeology and art history.
At Helsinki City Museum Raija Järvelä worked a total of eleven
years as trainee, museum auxiliary, museum assistant and finally
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Compared with the small number of employees at the City Museum, who formed a close-knit group, the employees at the National Museum were a much more diffuse body of people, each
one focussing on his own tasks. It wasn’t even easy to persuade
them to present their own exhibitions. The education officer was
able to work at his own tasks very independently, almost completely alone. Before education officers came along came along, at the
National Museum, there were only temporary guides and guiding
which was done in an incidental way by researchers. In 1973 the
Museum employed Leena Tuomikoski to give help to the education officer and she guided mainly school groups during museum
opening hours. In addition there was a part-time employee who
did guiding principally in Swedish and English.
Raija Järvelä did study trips to Stockholm and she made life-long
friends from among the staff of the National Museum, the City
Museum and the Nordiska Museum. In these museums the activity directed towards the public was many-sided and in their pedagogic teams there were 5 – 6 people. In the Nordiska Museum and
the City Museum there was at that time, in addition to guiding,
other activities such as role-play and dressing up.

Raija Järvelä participating in the 75 year Anniversary Celebration of
Seurasaari Open-Air Museum in 1984. Picture: unknown photographer / National

The work description of the education officer was, according to
Järvelä, very broad and included, for example, planning series of
talks for Tuesday evenings, which were ‘astonishingly’ popular. At
events organised in spring and autumn the largest number of visitors might be in total more than 3,500 people. To the Tuesday evening events there came many so-called regulars, who attended year
after year and often became near-friends. Another important but
time-consuming operation was organised spring or early-summer
trips for the public.

as amanuensis. Her interest in museum work was great and while
working on her final dissertation in Ethnology, she was working
full-time at the City Museum, and she was at the same time setting
up the Helsinki Theatre Museum and working as its first Director.
She helped to carry items from the attic of the National Theatre to
the Museum itself, which initially occupied the Balder Building in
the Helsinki street, Aleksanterinkatu.

At the National Museum during Järvelä’s time there was no publicity secretary as such and the education officer’s work included, in
addition to events arranged for the public and guiding activities,
also publicity work. It was important to create good relations with
daily newspapers and the cultural correspondents of the Finnish
Information Office, through whose writing information could be
spread. It would have been particularly pleasing if television also
had been persuaded to show an interest in a particular matter.

When the post of education officer at the National Museum became vacant in the autumn of 1972, Raija was persuaded to apply for
it. Applicants were called for interview, in which they were obliged
to give an approximately 10-minute extempore talk on a set topic
option. Raija selected the option, “How can a museum engage the
interest of different groups of citizens?” When she was chosen for
the post of education officer, The National Museum was in many
ways already familiar to her. Even on the excursion to Estonia led
by Professor Niilo Valonen in 1964 there had been employees of
the National Museum and they had also been present at museum
days organised by the Museum Association. In addition there were
fellow-students who were working at the Museum.

It seemed to Järvelä that the number of visitors at the National
Museum was relatively low compared to those at the City Museum. An attempt was made to increase the visitor figures and suc32

cess was achieved; the number of guiding sessions also increased.
There was no budget allowance for publicity but the State still allowed free postage and letters regarding events and other activities
were often sent out. Publicity was a weekly event and was very
important but it was very labour-intensive. It was not uncommon
for employees to come together to make up and send off the mail.

she often used to talk about ideas, for example about what might
be possible given increased resources.
In the 1970s Raija Järvelä went with the Permanent Exhibition
Committee to become familiar with the latest museum exhibitions and their planning arrangements at the Danish and Swedish
museums. She also participated in several C.E.C.A. meetings, for
example in Sweden and Holland and she considered those trips to
be, from the work point of view, both important and valuable. She
was even a member of the English Museum Lecturers’ Association,
which she had become acquainted with through Swedish colleagues.

Raija Järvelä herself also guided a great deal. Co-ordination of museum visits and school tuition was normal from the start. It was
necessary to remind the teachers that, for example, history could
easily be presented in the Museum. School groups and student
groups got into the Museum free of charge and guiding was also
free. To Raija Järvelä guiding was both demanding and interesting
and the guide could learn from the experience all the time. At each
point in the exhibition it was necessary to make clear what needed
to be explained to the listener.

As an education officer Järvelä often belonged to exhibition work
groups, at least as a promoter of publicity. She strove to draw attention to the way in which information is transmitted: exhibition
text should be easy to understand; there should not be too much
of it; it should be written in letters that are large enough etc. She
remembers warmly the co-operation with her successor, education
officer Kirsti Melanko. The collaboration went well: at last there
was somebody to bounce ideas off; it was possible for the two of
them to think up new ideas and to use their imagination together.
“In a one-man operation there just isn’t enough stimulation for the
brain,” says Järvelä.

For Järvelä the relationship to the public was the most important
factor when guiding. She believed she was there for the visitors
and made every effort in this direction. Confidence in presenting
only increased when the guide had to stand in front of the visitors
and express what needed to be expressed. On the guiding circuit
important highlights had to be found. The specific location of exhibits in the exhibition might determine which ones were actually mentioned and which ones were omitted. Guiding often dealt
with only a selected limited chunk of museum contents and that
was the intended practice, says Järvelä.

Raija Järvelä remembers with amusement how Bengt von Bonsdorff had been interested in education officer work and had come
to see her. What with the constant ringing of the telephone and
the overpowering volume of information required by the lecturer,
Bengt announced that he was beginning to have a very good idea
of what the actual work of an education officer involved.

Even in Järvelä’s time the National Museum was visited by many
day nursery groups, which she remembers well. The children were
very precise and you could sometimes hear the remark, “Last year
you said…….”. In that way you felt very responsible for the way in
which you gave out information. When explaining her way of teaching children, Järvelä says that they pondered with the children
how people managed to cope in the past and tried to relate that to
life today. In particular, for the benefit of visually-impaired visitors,
they began to develop a collection of objects which could be physically handled.

The article is based on interviews conducted by National Museum researcher, Marjut Lamminen. Pekka Sarvas’s interview
12.10.2009. Raija Järvelä-Hynynen’s interview 13.10.2009.

Did the education officer at that time receive any training? Järvelä
explains that if there was any training at all, it probably took the
form of her giving information about the work of education officers at training sessions of the Museum Association. At such times
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speaking, texts and tasks when guiding
at the national science museum
Jukka Kauppinen – pioneer in natural science museum pedagogics

PV: You have had training in biology, an F.K. degree from Helsinki University and in 1997 you were awarded a doctorate at Kuopio
University. You have also had training as a writer. What kind of
training have you received and applied for, for guiding, teaching
and work involving the public in a museum?
JK: When I began as a museum lecturer, training for these activities did not exist. Matters relating to museum pedagogics and
environmental education belonged – if they were taught at all
– to the fields of the humanities and educational science. Various
museum-based training days, seminars, work groups and schemes
were the only opportunity to communicate with others working in
the same field. Temporary teaching posts in schools and interest in
teaching activity have opened the way, and also teaching in workers’ institutes.
The planning and setting up of exhibitions, which were part of
the work of museum lecturers, were within the programme of, for
example, the Museum Association. In natural science museum
conferences and other development events of the museum establishment, pedagogic work and activity relating to public service
were touched on only lightly by merely asking museum lecturers
or others involved in exhibition activities what their own point of
view might be.

Jukka Kauppinen speaking next to the statue of Edith Södergran
in summer 2009. Picture: Liisa Kauppinen.

Päivi Venäläinen (PV): Jukka Kauppinen, you have been Curator
of the Kuopio Natural Science Museum since 1997 and prior to
that museum lecturer during the years 1982-1997. You were the
first museum lecturer to work at a natural science museum. How
did you come to be working in museum pedagogics?

Worthwhile and cumulative development schemes which have helped the work of museum lecturers have included membership of
the pedagogic work group of the Museum Association in connection with the publication study groups in museums in the period
1983-1984; writing and producing the Kuopio Museum Guide in
1988; and membership of the expert study group, In the Museum
of the Future, in the period 1995-1996, belonging to the research
centre, Museum Bureau and the Future.

Jukka Kauppinen ( JK): Museum lecturer work at Kuopio Museum began at the beginning of 1982. When Raili Huopainen finished working there, after less than one year I was chosen to succeed
her. Before that I was a university researcher, then a researcher on
museum projects and finally museum lecturer.
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PV: Was guiding part of the museum lecturer’s work?

Publications intended for ‘the public at large’, together with their
accompanying activity packs, have been very valuable, as have presentations, lectures and other speaking sessions. Active co-operation and opportunities for discussion with other museums – for
example, the Kuopio Cultural History Museum and the Art Museum – have led to good developments. Sabbatical periods have
provided the opportunity for learning about other points of view.

JK: The museum lecturer had little time for that. My own guiding
activities were generally concerned with travelling exhibitions and
were often information-based presentations. From particular themes within core exhibitions it was possible to select topical subjects from which I could select appropriate entities. Among these
were, for example, winter animals and their food, and bird houses,
spring and the signs of spring. From these themes and experiences,
I later developed situations where the children would sit together
and talk. I have made for children special presentations on the way
animals cope in winter and for teenagers presentations on the ecology of bird communities. Following this my activity has taken the
form of curator’s work – but to a limited degree.

Work experience elsewhere and work with organisations and
groups of enthusiasts have stimulated activity within the Museum. Kuopio’s ‘Young Friends of Nature’ society in its early days
was both a window and a door to the Museum – it was based in
museum premises. Indispensable help has been derived from the
knowledge and skill of volunteer workers who have learned from
their own experience, people with long experience of societies and
colleagues who have worked for a long time in the Museum. In
addition, experience has been obtained from visits to museum exhibitions and exhibition centres at home and abroad and also from
participation in museum seminars and study days. Various points
of view have become apparent as a result of work as a researcher at
the University and the Museum, not to mention periods of work
as a free-lance researcher and writer. Work as Culture Secretary
during the period 1989-1990 provided a profitable alternation to
the theory and practice of work in the Museum itself.

PV: Which other people have done guiding at the Kuopio Museum?
JK: At the Kuopio Museum in the natural science exhibitions guiding was originally done by teachers from schools and nurseries
and also by members of the Museum’s own foundation group’s society, Friends of Nature. From 1974 the work began to be done by
museum guides. He or she was responsible for general guiding but
also for presenting certain particular themes. Special guiding was
done by the experts in particular museum subjects, for example for
different kinds of visitors, for specialists in a particular subject area,
or for enthusiasts familiar with a particular field. Also, museum
curators have done guiding for students or for other groups of visitors on collections for which they had particular responsibility.

PV: What did the range of museum lecturer activities include?
JK: The work of a museum lecturer in natural science museums
was new in 1982. The scope of activities was broad. At the start
the Kuopio Museum possessed both cultural history and natural
science exhibitions with which the museum lecturer also was mostly engaged. The work included the planning and implementation
of exhibitions, in particular of travelling exhibitions, the creation
of printed material, the giving out of information, teaching and
other activity and service for the public. The first travelling exhibition that I was responsible for concerned biological evolution and
Darwin; the following one was to do with handicrafts, the movement of communities and various other topics. The subjects varied
greatly. In addition to travelling exhibitions, I produced core exhibitions in the Natural Science Museum together with related written material based on my knowledge of the subject. In addition
the museums had their own General and Exhibition Office, which
was concerned with general affairs and the staff of the museums,
and the museum lecturer was the head of this unit.

PV: What does museum guiding actually comprise in your opinion?
All public service activity relates to guiding. It is difficult to distinguish between museum guiding, other museum pedagogic activity
and environmental education. Explaining something by speaking
is the traditional method but guiding also happens in the form of
texts in booklets or handouts. Using illustrated reading material
based on the ‘pearls of the museum’ and taking the reader deeper and deeper into the subject are a really profitable area of work.
Through publications of this kind museums can create familiarity
with their collections, archives and research. There is detailed material based on natural species, natural diversity and natural observation,
both relating to work of earlier lecturers and as a continuation of it,
to be found in my published work, “Surprising Multiplicity. Natural
events, people’s awareness and museum observation” (2007).
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PV: In what way, during your own career, has guiding in natural
science museums changed?

topics were presented both as spoken tales, as museum exhibits by
means of pictures and through sound recordings. Plans for guiding and other public services both for the present time and for
the future have been compiled in the net publication, “Information,
Experiences, Narrations. The Natural Science Museum as an aid
for instruction and education” ( Jukka Kauppinen 2009; www.kuopionluonnontieteellinenmuseo.fi/luontokasvatus).

JK: Originally guiding was understood to consist of spoken explanations concerning exhibition items which were targeted at listeners of various ages, mainly from day nurseries or schools. In addition to these spoken events there were handouts or printed guides.
In addition, teachers had worksheets relating to themes included
in the exhibitions. Sometimes travelling exhibitions had their own
materials readily prepared for use by schoolchildren. Work materials/sheets prepared by museums for use by schoolchildren for the
purpose of guiding and teaching became available at the beginning of the 1980s. These were produced in connection with both
temporary and core exhibitions. From the 1980s material of this
kind was produced in virtually all natural science museums. They
were often created with the help of schoolteachers. A valuable link
between school and museum – at least as regards Kuopio museum
work – were the subject specialist teachers and the regional education staff, who seemed in a sense to double up as museum lecturers.
Unfortunately, this possibility seems now to have been lost and
this situation is reflected in the level of preparedness apparent in
museum pedagogics.

PV: In your opinion, how is museum-based guiding approached?
JK: Those being guided view the guide respectfully and positively.
They often pay great attention to him or her and they are both curious and engaged. A museum is a special place which interests the
public and the guide is the only person that one can have real contact with. The guide represents expertise and reliability. The guide
can make a museum really come alive. The guide can be credited
with creating a successful, mutual exchange and impact between
museum and visitor.
Museum employees not involved in guiding work have often perhaps taken it for granted and have not themselves identified with
it. The fairly general idea has been that guiding somehow looks after itself in the form of repetition of factual information, generally
exhibition texts. The situation is not always of this kind: the museum guide has sometimes also missed out on information which
is topical and also relevant and valuable for the process of guiding.
General museum assistants and guiding staff do receive help and
training and participate in the planning of exhibition contents
from the point of view of service to the public.

Apart from leaflets and booklets performing a guiding function,
very often schematic and rather detailed question-based worksheets were for some time almost the only materials that accompanied the guiding process. However, it’s true to say that various
kinds of events involving the public, such as so-called Museum
Wednesday Evenings, did indeed enhance the supply of available
services, in the form of talks given by experts, picture presentations
and displays of work.

PV: Could you finally tell us something about some successful or
challenging guiding experience that you have had?

In recent decades, together with earlier forms of guiding, there have appeared many experimental activities, such as fairy tales,
story-telling, drama and making things by hand. Experimental
techniques in museum pedagogics and environmental education
are relatively recent. As examples of this kind of developmental
work, we can mention the telling of stories, carried out mainly
with children, where the process includes sitting together, chatting
and pondering and imitating the sounds of animals. Events of this
kind have always happened side by side with museum collections
and exhibitions. For example, in an exhibition telling the visitor
about the bear, stories concerning the bear family and other animal

JK: As far as challenging is concerned, I think immediately of the
Bear Exhibition which took the form of co-operation between
Lahti Historical Museum and Kuopio Natural Science Museum. In this exhibition there was a combination of biological facts,
myths, narrative tradition and a display of teddy-bears, aspects of
cultural history relating to nature’s own bears. The teddy-bears
were on loan from hundreds of individual owners – bears for all!
The guiding situations provoked many questions regarding the life
of a bear, what happens during hibernation and the consciousness
of the bear. What is a bear aware of when hibernating, when awa36

ke, when asleep? Do bears dream? What do we know about each
other? Are we speaking about facts? – What do we actually know?

We could all be goldcrests and imitate their sounds: hee-hee, heeheehee, heehee, heeheehee…

As far as enjoyable experiences go, I remember the exhibition and
guiding work connected with an exhibition involving a collection
in the form of a Christmas calendar which was mounted by the
Kuopio Cultural History and Natural Science Museums. Each of
the 24 wall cupboards of the Cultural History Museum was set
up and decorated by individual museum employees according to
their own wishes and these were then presented to invited visitors from day nurseries and primary schools in the low light of the
morning. There was great anticipation and excitement. Cupboards
were opened and from day to day there was more and more to
see. Each cupboard was new, different. A guide, a museum lecturer
or somebody else presented each succeeding cupboard, in which
was to be found ticking clocks, stuffed birds, a doll called EinoMirjami. The employees talked about the exhibits, they were examined closely, recordings were played and the visitors were invited
to imitate the sounds they heard. The same visitors became very
familiar with the sounds made, for example, by the waxwing and
the bullfinch.

The titmouse says tee tee tee and moves from tree to tree together
with the goldcrest. The goldcrest makes its reply high up in the
branches. The two creatures keep in touch with each other through
the sounds they make. They obviously value this contact.
Large forests would be perfect for winter birds. There they would
find in the trees plenty of food and good spots for spending the
night. And then the titmouse would be able to travel along from
tree to tree making his own sound: tee tee tee tee tee tee …tsee
tsee – tsare tsare tsare ……And the goldcrest would say hee hee
heehee…
A large flock of goldcrests approach the museum window, sometimes coming closer and then flying away again.
(Excerpt from Jukka Kauppinen (2009): “Twilight moments – we
collect shared tales together with the children” http:/www.kuopiontieteellinenmuseo.fi/luontokasvatus/liitteet/illansuunhetket.
html)

The joint sessions in which, by talking, many ideas were explored relating to the life of animals in nature have been valuable and
inspiring experiences leading to concrete development in learning,
pedagogics and environmental education. A session might consider, for example, the forest in winter:
    - silence and the almost inaudible sounds of the forest We pondered together the various kinds of behaviour that animals
might adopt and we made stories about the forest, the twilight, the
way in which the goldcrest and the titmouse would survive in winter.
They move from tree to tree during the daylight - the goldcrest
high up in the branches and the titmouse much lower down. But
what are they looking for in the trees? Do they find what they are
searching for?
The children came up with many survival suggestions: they have to
find a nest and seeds, small creatures. A girl thinks of her own home:
we had little bad animals at home, in the toilet, they had tails.
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The publication, History of Guiding, includes one of
the items of the publication series of The Finnish Association for Museum Education, PEDAALI, entitled
Pedafooni. There have previously appeared The Young
and the Cultural Contribution (2007) and Pedafooni
2A Guiding Today (2009).
The Finnish Association for Museum Education, PEDAALI, was established in 2005 as a body which would
promote pedagogic activity in both museum fields and
in other cultural institutions. The Society’s objectives
also include the task of strengthening the identity and
status of museum pedagogic staff and promoting the
professional development of Society members.
History of Guiding is a valuable sequel to the publication, Guiding Today.
Initially, at the time of creation of the publication,
which was intended to be comprehensive, it became
apparent that there existed no clear plotting of the guiding activity that was taking place in museums. The
Society wished to fill this cultural history gap and to
reserve extra time for the plotting of the historical aspect. This publication includes the successive stages of
both art museums, cultural history museums and natural science museums from the very beginning of museum foundation in Finland. A more precise survey of
recent history is achieved with the help of interviews
with four of our own period’s pioneers in the field of
museum education.
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